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CHAPTER I 

IMPORTANCE, JUSTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND OF THE PROBL~M 

Since World War II, children's theatre has come into 

its own as a vital psrt of the American theatre. Consider

ing its potential role, one wonders why its value was not 

recognized sooner. In an article in The New York Times, 

Dan Sullivan explains why children's theatre has had diffi

culty in establishing a prominent place in the American 

theatre. For two months, Mr. Sullivan surveyed children's 

theatre productions in NeVI York. He found that they are 

usually inferior in terms of setting, costlliGeS, and script 

or script adaptation, and he reports that leaders in the 

field believe that excellence in children's theatre produc

tions is desirable and necessary if they are to make a sub

stantial contribution to the theatrical offerings of 

America. l One of the most obvious values of children's 

theatre is that of education. ThrOUGh the theatre, child~en 

are exposed to exciting new experiences, many of which 

would be impossible in their daily lives. 

Sitting in an auditorium, they [children] can ex
perience grief without pain, wickedness without 

IDan Sullivan, IIChildren's Theatre in New York: Some 
of It Is Good," The New York Tines, April 10,1967, p. 41. 
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guilt, selfishness, cruelty, and greed w1thout
 
remorse. Here is an acceptRble way to tryout
 
behBvior patterns forh1.dden b;y our culture, but
 
still lurking as part of our animal nature. 2
 

Through his involvement in a dram8tic event and through his 

identification with the characters on stage, 8 child gains 

understandinG of his own actions and those of others. 3 

Mark Twain explains the educational value of child-

rents theatre to the child when he says: 

It is my conviction that the children's theatre 
is one of the very, very great inventions of the 
twentieth century and that its vast educational 
value--now but dimly perceived and but vacuely 
understood--will presently come to be reco~nized. 

It is much the most effective teacher of morals 
and promoter of good conduct that the ingenuity 
of man hDS yet devised, for the reason that its 
lessons are not taught wearily by book and 
dreary homily, but by visible and enthusing 
action; and they Co straight to the heart, which 
is the rightest of right places for them. Book
morals often get no further than the intellect, 
if they even get that far on their spectral and 
shadOl-ly pilgrimage; but when they travel from 
a children's theatre they do not stop perman
ently at that halfway house, but go on ho~e.4 

The education of children throueh the theatre can 

Q 2Jed H. Davis and ~ary Jane Larson Watkins, Child
rents Theatre (New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 196OT, 
p. 17. 

3Ibid., p. 16. 

4\'iinnifred ~vard, ThA.atre for Children (2nd ed. rev.; 
Anchorage, Kentucky: The Children's Theatre Press, 1950), 
pp. 33-34, citing a letter frorr, ['jark Twain to a tetcher, 
pUblished in a ChicaGO newspaper. 
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ultimately aid adult theatre. If the children's theatres 

throughout the United States will present only superior pro

ductions, the boys and girls who will be tomorrow's adult 

audiences can be led to develop a more discriminating taste 

in drarra than that had by their parents and grandparents. 

In this way, children's theatres can make a distinct contri

bution to American life. Naturally, some theatres will al

ways cater to inferior tastes, but if children grow up with 

an appreciation of fine drama, there will be a greater 

demand for superior drama. 

If we are to have a generic theatre in the United 
States, it must come through the intelligent edu
cation of our young people. Just as the dramatic 
festivals of olden days, and of some European 
countries to-day, have brought drama into the 
daily life of the people, so it must be made a 
vital force in the lives of our boys and girls 
if we are to build an American thestre which 
will endure.----~ . 

Any stage production, whether it be children's the

atre or' adult, is a visual as well 8S an audible one; conse

quently, what the audience sees is as important as what it 

hears. Historically, actors have worn costumes to aid them 
~ 

in their portrayal of a character. The character frequently 

is seen before he is heardj 
~ 

therefore, the initial impres

sion he makes upon his audience depends largely upon his 

5Ibid., p. 39. 
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6appearance. The appearance of the actor is obviously 

important in his initial confrontation with the audience, 

and throughout the play, the actors' costumes contribute to 

the audience's understanding of the characters and the play. 

There are certain functions which a stage costume 

must fulfill in order that it achieve the desired effect. 

Berneice Prisk offers the following essential functions of a 

stage costume: it must (1) "assist in the characterization 

of the actor," (2) "individualize the character," and (3) 

"facilit8te and enhance the movement of the actor."7 A 

fourth (4) function is to project well from the stage. 

1. A stage costume must lI ass ist in the characteriza

tion of the actor." B vJell designed costumes can tell the 

audience many thinzs about a character. They can indicate 

the character's age, nationality, social status, personal

ity, and to some degree his likes and dislikes. Further

more, effective costumes can even indicate a character's 

psychological relationship to the other characters in the 

play. The designer has tools which enable him to assist in 

the characterization. Various lines and colors have a cer

t9.in emotional significance for most people. For example, 

6Berneice Prisk, Stage Costume Handbook (New York: 
Harper & Row, Publishers, 19b6), p. 1. 

7Ib id ., p. 2. BIb id. 
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curved lines "denote freedom a:1d Donconformity; straight 

lines sUGgest ri(;ldit J , nnfriendlines~ or tension,"9 and 

diagonal lines convey instability. Colors help characteri

zation, too; yellow and red may suggest heat and excitement, 

while the cooler colors, blue end green, may denote tran

quility, s8dn'3ss or even door]. The cost·ume designer will 

try to capitalize on the emotional significance of line and 

color to aid in charecterization. 

2. A costuPie rmst "individualize the charf~cter."l0 

Almost all scripts dictate to the directors, actors and de

signers a particular period of history in which the play is 

set. To the costume designer, this n~eans that tbe costumes 

for a particular show should reflect the period of tiRe in 

which the pl,::ly takes place. i"1aturally, few costurrJ.e desiGn

ers would suggest tbat costumes be strictly correct histor

ically. Rather, the essential preli~inary study of histor

ical dress is valuable to the costume designer as a tool to 

be used in creating his own designs which are reflective of 

the period as well as suitable for the particular characters 

in the particular play. In her introduction to Costu~e on 

the St8~e, Ludmila Vachtova explains that: 

••• historical costume is for the costume 

9Davis and Watkins, ODe cit., p. 187. 

lOprisk, loco cit. 
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desi[ner the sn~e kind of m2teria1 as the
 
text of the role. It is his task to inter

pret it by all his imaginative power. He
 
is entitled to lift it into another sphere
 
in which it would shine as a gem which never
 
ages, bJ the new and unexpected intensity of
 
its cut. He must use the historical costume
 
as a documentary material which gives him
 
incentives, stimulating him to individual
 
expression as to individual attitude. ll
 

Even the slightest adherence to historical accuracy results 

in a certain amount of similarity of style. Jvlany of these 

similarities can be counteracted by the choice of color and 

fabric which will set each character apart--individualize 

him. While it is imperative that the costume help the actor 

express his individuality, it is equally important that the 

costumer remember that each actor is but one member of a 

much larger group. 

The costumes of one play should all be members
 
of one family, ~aintaining their colour scale
 
as well as shape cadence. Only then can they
 
fully assert themselves as a solo part with
 
the accompaniment of a suitable co~bin8tion
 

of major, ~inor, and even dissonant chords. 12
 

Costumes, then, must indicate to the audience that each 

character is an individual member of a family of characters. 

3. Costumes must "facilit2te and enhance the movement 

of the actor."13 The worlwble costurne is just that--a cos

llprantiske Troster (ed.), Costume ~ the Stas£ 
(Prague, Czechoslovakia: Artia, 1962), p. iii. 

l2Ib id., p. i v. l3Prisk, loco cit. 
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tutTle that 'Horks with the actor, allowinc him to do the phy

sical things which he ~ust do in his portrayal of a charac

ter. An effective costume, however, does more than just 

allow the actor to move; it aids his movement, moves with 

him, and enhances the visual effect. 

4. A costume must project from th~ stage. 14 Everyday 

clothes, whether modern or historical, usually will not pro

ject from the steEe because of the intricacies of design. 

Costumes must tell the audience about the character. Every 

important detail of the costume must be bisser and bolder 

than life to bridGe the gap between the stage and the Bud

ience. For example, intricate, delicate motifs, even though 

they may be perfect for the character, beautiful, Bnd 

historically correct, are useless on a stage costume; if the 

audience cannot see them, the motifs cannot possibly tell 

the audience anything about the character or the period in 

which the play is set. 

When costumes function as they should, in terms of 

the play, actor and audience, they become an integral part 

of the production as well as a visual expression of the emo

tional pattern of the P18Y. 

14The fourth function of a stege costume is one which 
has been added by the writer. 
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If costumes are important in adult drama, they are 

equally important in children's theatre. A child's appre

ciation of the drama, like th8t of an adult, depends largely 

on what he sees. Costumes aid a child's enjoyment of the 

play by giving him somethinL interesting and exciting to 

look at. ~ore than that, however, they fuake obvious certain 

aspects of the pla y ~lhich some children might not glean from 

the dialogue and action. While an adult ~isht easily make 

connections and delineations amont; characters in a play 

through what the actors sa:>', a child needs to have the like

nesses and differences made obvious to him. Like costumes 

for adult productions, costumes for children's plays aid the 

actor, audience and director in many ways. 

Children, delighted as they are with costumes, are 

seldom discriminating concerninB those they see; they do not 

know \-,That is historically correct. The costume desi§':ner has 

the unique opportunity of educating children to historic 

periods, and, at the same time, the costume designer can 

deviDte somewhat from historical accuracy in order to make 

the costumes suitable for the specific characters. The line 

or silhouette of the historical costuIr..e is the element that 

contributes a sense of period.lS Other factors are more 

important to a child 's enjo;yment of costwne than the his

l5Davis and watkins, ~. cit., p. 185. 
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torical period. Generally, children respond to~color and 

texture more readily than they do to the style of a costu~e. 

Glossy fabrics and priflts, as well as striking color combin

ations heighten the costu~es' interest for most children. 16 

Subtle color combinations and sophisticated motifs are 

usually unsuitable for children's theatre because they do 

not convey meaning for a child. In children's theatre, the 

texture should be more obvious; the color should be brighter 

and bolder, and motifs and prints should be larse and color

ful in order to communicate to the child audience. In 

children's theatre, as in adult theatre, 'it is important for 

the costume designer to rememr)er thet the costumes are but 

a part of the entire production. The costumes, in their 

gaiety and boldness, should not call undue attention to 

themselves--they should not shout so loudly that the play

wright and actor cannot be heard. 

As soon as the actor walks on stage, before he says a 

word, the audience should recognize the character's essen

tiel quality; they should see him 8S e clear-cut char8cter 

who performs a specific function in the story. His rela

tionship to the other characters in the story should also be 

clear immediately. Once the characterization has been set, 

15Davis and Watkins, Q£. cit., p. 185.
 

16Ward , ~ cit., p. 179.
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and relationships established in the audience's mind, it is 

usually unwise to disturb it by introducing ~ore costume 

changes than are absolutely necessary.li 

Davis and Watkins concisely explain the function of 

costwnes 1n cbildren's theatre when they say: 

Costumes C8n help children sense the country and 
period of time in which the action takes plece, 
if either consideration is important to the under
standing of the story. They aid the delineation 
of character by enhancing an actor's stage appear
ance, by reflecting his outstpn~ing traits, and 
by contributing to the effectiveness of his ~ove
ments. While they should not be merely decorative, 
they supply an element of beauty through rhythmic 
line, form, and color projected 8S emphatic ele
ments agRinst a reticent backGround. Costu~es 

CRn help both Dctor anJ director to project 8 

charzcter's symbolic purpose, his deeper sig
nificance in the drama, his place in the theme. 
A well-recof,nized function of costu~es is to 
help actors, both youn~ 8nd old, feel more like 
the characters they are portraying, thus strength
ening their interpretations. lb 

Costumes in children's theatre, then, function in 

much the same way as they do in the adult theatre. The ma-

jar difference is the ace of the audience; the designer of 

children's theatre costumes is designing for a less exper

ienced, more naive audience. His tools for achieving 

functional stage costumes are the same, the difference is 

one of e~phasis and intensity. 

17Davis and Watkins, .QQ. cit., p. 187 • 

18Ibid ., p. 185. 
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STATE~EN~ OF THE PROBLEM 

The purpose of the project was to design stage cos

tmtles for the children's play, 'The Kerry Pranks of Tyl~ by 

Daniel	 J. Fleischhacker, which was presented in Alber~ 

Taylor	 Hall at Kansas State Teachers College, on December 

1.9,20, and 21,1967. 'The desi~:ner attempted to meet the 

requirements of costume design within the restrictions im

posed by the script, director, and audience, as well as the 

limitations of those who actually constructed the costumes. 

DEFINITrO?~ or TE"RHS 

"staee	 costumes" - "Any garment and their accessories worn 
by an actor on stabe constitute a stage costume."19 

"children's play" - Davis and Watkins define children's 
the8tre as " ••• a production of a wrj tten scrift 
which is directed specificall~ for the child aud
ience." The actors PlaJ' or may not be children. Fre
quently, the cast includes both children and adults?~ 

"requirements of costume design ': - These requirements are 
those discussed above, both those suggested by 
Berneice Prisk and that whiCh was added bJ the writer. 
They are as follows: A stage costume ~ust (1) assist 
in the characterization of the actor, (2) individual
ize the character, (3) enhance the ~ovement of the 
actor, and (4) project from the sta~e. 

ItlimitatL.ms of accessible materials ll 
- The various limita

tions to the project will be discussed in Chapter Two; 

19PI' i s k , .£12... cit., p. 13. 

20Davis and 1/Jatkins, OPe cit., p. 18. 
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they will inclu~e the limitations of accessible 
materiels. If en article cannat be located or can
not be utilized because the cost is prohibitive, 
the article will be considered inaccessible. 

HYPOTHESIS 

The questions asked in the final evaluation of this 

project were necesserily those related to the requirements 

of stage costume design. These are: 

1.	 Were the costu~es an integral part ~f the pro
duction? 

2.	 Were they 8 visual expression of t~e emotional 
pattern of the play? 

3.	 Did they aid in characteri7.ation? 

4.	 Did they individualize the character? 

5.	 Were they functional, and did they enhance the 
movement of the actor? 

6.	 Did they project from the stoge? 

REVIEm OF FR~VIOUS RESEARCH 

A preli~inary examination of l} the ~u8rterly Journ8~ 

of Speech from 1915 to date, 2} Speech Monographs from 1934 

to date, 3} Dissertation Abstracts from October 1959 to date, 

and 4} listings of theses in the Willia~ ~llen White Library 

revealed that the costurr!e designs for this particular pro

duction have not been done as a project thesis or disser

tation. 
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OHG/\NLt\.TIO:;~ OF T1E, THES_~S PROJ_c;CT 

In order to report the project in this thesis, the 

followinG organization has bee~ used: 

Chapter One presents an introduction to the study, 

giving the importance, justification and background of the 

problem, isolating the problem Bnd providing definitions 

and questions to be answered in the evaluation of the 

project. 

Chapter Two enumerates the various requirements of 

the script and director and discusses the limitations to 

the desien, including a consideration of the budget avail

able for costumes and how and by whom the costumes were 

constructed. 

Chapter Three describes in detail the designer 's 

solutions to the problems discussed in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Four explains the execution of the designs, 

including a description of the adjustments mt'lde in the 

costumes throubhout technical rehearsals and performar-ce. 

Chapter Five consists of an evaluation of the pro

ject. The basis for evaluation was the results of a ques

tionnaire completed by many of the actors and technicians 

who worked on the play, as well 8S written statements of the 

director, the setting designer, and lvIr. Forrest A. NeHlin, 

who was the desien consultant. 
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cr:A:'T~_'( II 

D'::~S I G:"; :i:2: iTJ~;:[: -T{r~I,TT S 

Va ri O']S 1'8 cplirerr:ent s 8re i~r.pos cd b~' the s criut a~d 

director up~n the des1gner of the cost~mes for any play. 

Further limitations to the design, suches available budget, 

staff, and time, 8re also necessary considerations when 

designing stDge costumes. 

The Herry Pr~:mks or Tyll, being a children's pIns-, 

posed unique problems for the costume designer. In the con

sideration of costunin6 children's plays in Chapter One, the 

problems relevant to children's theotre were discussed. The 

purpose of this chapter is to enumerate the demands which 

had to be !":'let b~' the costumes for ':'he J'~erry Franks of Tyll. 

SCRIPT LI~IT'TIONS 

A primary consider8tio~ of the costume designer is 

that of setting--period and locale. The ~errv Pranks of 
---~ 

Tyll takes place in Ger:'nany in the ;'~edieval or Gothic peri

od, 1200-1450. Generally, the people of that period wore 

layers of clothing--g8;r'ment upon garment. Underg8rments 

were relatively fitted, while the overgarments were loose 

and flowinG with full sleeves which fell back to reveal the 

fitted sleeve of the undert;arment. Skirts for both men and 
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women were quite lonG and frequently trailed on the ground 

in back. 

Typic81 garments of the period were the chemise, a 

simple tunic, "lhich WAS worn by both :nen and women. l'-1en 

wore a close fittinz, short, sometimes sleeved garment 

c811ed variously a pourpoint, corset, dbublet, jupe or cote

herdic. Anotrer popular garment "las an a!TIpler one "lith a 

Ions skirt end full sleeves c811ed a gown, robe, or houppe

lande. Men also wore a chaperon, a hood fitting the face 

and neck with an attached shoulder cape and tail. The face 

opening was frequently lined or scalloped. Eventually, the 

tail of the chaperon, the liripipe, became quite long, Dnd 

seversl meth~ds of wearine the chaperon became popular. 

Frequently, the fece opening was worn on the crown of the 

head with the cape part arran~ed as a drapery on the side 

and the liripipe wrapped around the head like a turban. 

Hose, much like contemporary tights or long stockings, "Tere 

usually tied to the doublet with metal tipped thongs or 

str~ngs called points. Among the nobility, pointed shoes 

called poulaines or cracows were popular; the points of the 

shoes so~etimes extended fifteen inches beyond the toes and 

were attached to the a~kles with chains. Soft, calf-length 

boots were also worn for riding, hunting, or traveling. 

Soldiers wore chain armor in combination with plate 

armor. The body and arms were covered by a shirt of chain 
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and the neck was protected by a chain gorget. Uver their 

armor, they wore a short, sleeveless gErment open at the 

sides, celled a tf;bard. The tabard was often decorated with 

the coat of arms of the royal family. 

Women wore a corset, or relatively fitted gsrment 

with long sleeves, over the chemise. A 'fuller gown, some

times with full sleeves, was worn over the corset. One va

riation of the overgarment wps the sideless gown or sleeve

less surcote which was cut deeply under the arMS. It became 

alMost a bib front and back with a f~ll skirt and was 

usua ll:,r trirr:1ed "Hit h fur or j ewe Is down the bod ice front. 

The gown 'was invariably quite long and wes held up in front 

and allowed to tr~il in b~ck. It usually had a high-waisted 

bodice with a deep V neck to the waistline and revealed the 

corset above the neckline. 

Children wore gar~ents very ~uch like those of adults. 

Commoners and peasants wore very simple tunics, capes, and 

chaperons. hen often wore lon8 breuches which were cross

gartered from ankle to knee "Hith leg wreppinDs. both men and 

women peasants wore fewer garments than the nobility, and the 

fabrics were coarser and less elaborately decorated and 

trimMed. 

A wide variety of fabric was used. The more popular 

fabrics were cotton, wool, flannel, crepe, silk, satin, vel

vet, chiffon, and a variety of furs. The fabrics were gen
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erally in brilliant, jewel-like tones and were patterned 

with flor'"l rr:otifs 2nd c:.~eometric arraD_,8f"Jents. Laree, all

over brocade was popular, as were horizontal and diagonal 

stripes. Garment edges were often cut into scsllops and 

tabs and then faced with bright colors. Seams which were 

not trimmed with fur "Here frequently embroidered. Some 

sleeves were slashed to permit the passage of the ar~. 

The costume desibner uses historical informstion 

about costuIne to help establish a tin:.e and l.oca.le for the 

play, aiding in character individualization and establishing 

relatio~ships among the characters. As W8S noted in Chapter 

One, tte problem o! character delineation poses special 

difficuJties in children's theetre. For children, distinc

tions Bnd reletionships need to be quite obvious, because 

children might not glean the necessary informgtion fro~ the 

lines of the play. 

Relationships amonb charpcters can be estGblished 

read ily b~- "grouping" rnernbers of a farnily, characters of 

similar social position, aSe, motivation, or any related 

people through the use of the elements of desi~n. In this 

way, opposing groups can also be indicated. 

One obvious group in The Herry Prar.ks of Tyll in

cludes Tyll, his father and ";other. Clas, the father, must 

be related through costume to bis wife, Setkin, and his son, 

Tyll. The people in the palace vould be related, with 
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strong connections being made between certain members of 

" sub-grm:.ps ll in the palace. The relationship between lIlrs. 

Ri~8rou~d, the cook, and ~retchen, the scullery-maid, should 

be made cleer; further, since Gretchen sympathizes "lith Tyll 

throughout the play, their reletionship should be P1fJde ob

vious. Another group in the palace consists of the King's 

advisers or wise men. Schnabel, the Prime Minister, should 

be distinctly associated with the Sase, since they plot to

gether to kidnap Tyll. Their liason with the Alchemist, 

Astrologer, and ~agici8n is also i~portant to the action of 

the play. Naturally, the bond between the KinG and Queen 

is important, as is their relationshiD with the wise men. 

The Ladies-in-Haiting serve the~ueen, and the Guards serve 

the King. Their connection with the royal family should be 

mode apparent. Finall:f, the four sick people should be 

allied through costuroo. 

Once general groupings have been made, the costumer 

must consider the essential qualities of each character and 

individualize hin--indicate that he is an individual within 

the group. Factors which dictate how an individual char

acter would be dressed include his age, personality, social 

position, Bnd re18tionships with other characters. In The 

Merry Pranks of TJll, the social position Bnd general per

sonality traits of each character were indicated in the 

script, while the ages of the characters were not indicated. 
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The following character descriptions ore bosed upon the 

director's interpretations of the characters. 

Tyll - Tyll, a boy of twelve, was from a middle class 

family. His youthful wisoom and impish personality were 

essential parts of his total characterization. Naturally, 

his relationsh1.p with his mother and father had to be deMon

strated, as well as his friendship with Gretchen and Mrs. 

6igaround. Later in the play, his connection with the King 

and ~ueen became important. At the same time, the antagon

ism of the King's advisers, especially Schnabel and the 

Sage, against Tyll necessitated makinG a clear distinction 

between Tyll and the advisers. Further, differences between 

Tyll and the four sick people were important; this posed 

special difficulties, because Tyll was of approxir~tely the 

same social class as the sick people, and would, in all 

likelihood, dress much as they would. 

Glas - Glas was a charcoal-burner about thirty-five 

years old with a serious, gentle disposition. He was the 

perfect image of husband, father, and bread-winner. His 

very "paternal" feelint; for Tyll was indicated throughout 

the play; he had to be closely aligned with Tyll, as well as 

with Setkin, his wife. 

Setkin - Setkin was a simple, motherly "loman of 

thirty-five. Like her husband, her parental characteristics 
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were the most i~portant, and her relationship with Tyll had 

to be demonstrsted through her costume. 

Mrs. Bigaround - Mrs. Bigaround, the King's cook, 

was a woman of about fifty-five. The fact that she was a 

member of the King's staff had to be illustr2ted. Her good

natured disapproval of Tyll and Gretchen' and their antics 

was important to her characterization and the action of the 

play. 

Gretchen - Gretchen, the pnlace scullery-maid was a 

twelve-yeer-old girl. Her partnership with Tyll in his 

antics and schemes was a necessary consideration for the 

costumer, as was her position in the palace, especially in 

terms of her association v:ith :i'irs. Bigaround. 

King - The King was a tolerant, kind man about forty 

years old. His relationship with his wife and his alliances 

with his advisers and servants were essential. Further, 

his obvious fondness for Tyll necessitated drawing the con

nection between Tyll and the King. 

<~ueen - The :~ueen was an extremely vain woman of ap

proximately forty years old. ~hile she generally remained 

aloof from the palace staff, certain connections had to be 

made between her and members of the court, especially her 

husband and the Ladies-in-Waiting. Later, her association 

with Tyll became important. 
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Schnabel - Schngt"Jol, the Kin,.:: IS Prime Pinister, was 

a men in his sixties. His relationship with all of the 

people in the palace had to be demonstrated, especially his 

scheming alliance with the Sage against Tyll. 

Sage - The Sage, a conniving old men about sixt:r 

years old, plotted with Schnabel against Tyll; in fact, he 

instigated the entire plot. He had to be depicted as an 

adviser to the Kin6 and as Tyll IS antagonist. 

Alchemist - The Alchemist, a man of medicine, was 

about sixtJl years old. His costume bad to show that be was 

one of the King IS advisers. He was outsrrlarted by Tyll, so 

his antagonism and resentment of Tyll had to be established. 

Astrol05er - The Astrcloger, too, was probably around 

sixty years old. Like the Alchemist, he had to be depicted 

as an adviser to the King, but as an enemy of Tyll. 

Magiciag - The Magician's costume had to show that 

she was one of the King's advisers. Her animosity for Tyll 

also had to be shown. 

Guards - The Guards were young men who served the 

King; consequently, their position in the palace had to be 

indicated. 

Ladies-in-Viaiting - The you.nb ladies served the 

Queen; their relationship to her was the only essential one. 

Skinflint - Skinflint, a lower-class old WBn, feigned 

illness in an attempt to get money from the King, so he had 
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to be depicted as the King's antagonist. Since Tyll dis

cov~red the plot, Skinflint's hostility for Tyll had to be 

expressed. His alliance with the other sick people was 

elso important. 

Wormwood - Wormwood was another old person who par

ticipated in the plot to get money from 'the Kir-g. She, too, 

was a lower-class person whose enmity for Tyll had to be 

made evident. 

Barnsmell - Barnsmell, a stupid, lower-class young 

man was part of the group that came to the palace to get 

money fro~ the Kine. He had to be aligned with the other 

sick people and shown to be Tyll's adversary. 

Frau Grouch - Fr2u Grouch was a spiteful, middle

aged woman. She, too, pretended to be sick in order to get 

money and was found out by Tyll. 

Generally, the physical movement of the characters 

made few demar-ds upon the design of the costumes. For many 

of the ch2racters, the costu~es merely needed to fit well 

and allow them to Move naturally. Tyll's costumes, however, 

had to allow him the freedom to turn cartwheels, do somer

saults, and leap to table tops. Schnabel and PTS. Bigaround 

engaged in some frenzied chases trying to catch Tyll, so 

their costQ~es had to allow more than the average amount of 

freedom. The Alchemist, Astrologer, a~d Magician m~ved in 

exaggerated dance-like patterns at one point in the play; 
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their costumes had to 811m·) for mu.ch arm movement and long, 

sHeeping steps. The prirnarJi" consideretion, in terms of 

action, for this particular play was enh8ncing the movement 

of the actors, emphasizing, Hhere appropriate, each gesture 

and a cti on. 

The only other de~8nds made of the costume designer 

by the script were in the area of costume changes. Mrs. 

Bigaround had to change rapidly from a nightgown to a dress, 

so her costumes had to be desiGned to enable her to make the 

change easily. when Tyll was made the King's jester, a 

jester's hood was fitted on his head by the Ladies-in

Waiting, on stabe. Naturally, the hood had to be desisned 

so that it could be fitted rapidly and securelJo 

RE~UIREt·jENTS OF THE DIR:2:CTOR 

The director made few requirements in terms of cos

tu~e design. He asked that the costumes be a Ii ttle shor

ter than was historically correct so that the actor's move

ment would not be hindered and to enhance the comic effect 

of their movements. He especially asked that the Ladies

in-Waiting wear shorter gowns, because they constantly 

carried hand properties and could not hold their long skirts 

up in front as did ladies of the period. 

Originally, the script had only one Guard and one 

Lady-in-Waitins, but the director called for two of each. 
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These additions created no problems except in terms of the 

number of costumes which had to be designed and constructed. 

The only other problems created by the director 

arose from casting. Women were cast to play the Magician 

and Wormwood which were orieinally to have been male roles. 

The girl who was cast as Hrs. Bigaround ·was a rather small 

girl, and I'irs. Bigaround, as the name implies, was supposed 

to be a large womaD. Naturally, the girl had to be made to 

look larger than she actually was. 

PROBL..:.}lS OF' COl~STRUC'rION 

Since the project was to be done jointly by Kansas 

State Teachers Coll.ege and Roosevelt High School, certain 

problems arose in the actual construction of the costumes. 

The designs, fabrics, and flat patterns were furnished by 

Kansas State Teachers Colle::e, and the constr1J.ction was done 

by Roosevelt High School students under the supervision of 

their high school instructors. Although the high school 

girls who constructed the costumes were enrolled in sewing 

classes, few of them had had any previous training in 

building stage costumes. The home economics instructor, 

likewise, had had no experience with stage costumes. There

fore, the designs had to be simple enough for the girls to 

build, and the number of costumes had to be kept to a mini

mum·, because the girls could only work one hour a day in 
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class; the rest of the ti~e they spent was volunteered after 

class. All of the costumes had to be corn.pleted in eisht 

weeks, so construction time was' definitely a consideration. 

While no specific costume budget was established for 

the P18Y, it was necess8ry to keep the amount spent for 

fabric within reasonable limits--approximately ten dollars 

per costume. Purcbasing expensive wool, velvet, and reBl 

fur for the costumes would have been out of the question, 

so it was necessary to substitute other fabrics which would 

give the same impression on stage. Since the local fabric 

dealers could supply onl;; a limited number of suitable stage 

fabrics, and those at relatively hi3h costs, two trips were 

made to Kansas City, where the fabrics were purchased at 

wholesale prices. When the ti~e schedule for the comple

tion of the costumes WBS arranged, allowance had to be made 

for the buy:ng trips. 



G}-'....4.PT 1:J1 I I I 

SOLTJTIO~~S TO 'rEB HWBL.El'jS 

The costuNes for any play, if they are to be effec

tive, must be e successful solut~on to the various require

ments i~posed upon the design by the script and director. 

Costu~e proble~s, such as costume changes, accessibility of 

roeteria12, and tee personnel available to construct the 

garents should be anticipated by the designer in his 

initial planning and sketchins. 

The purpose of this chapter is to explain how the re

quirements of the script and director, as well as physical 

limitations, vrere met in the costmne cesiLns for each char

a cter in The I'lerry Pran ks_ of Tyll. 

Although strict adherance to period style is imprac

tical for costu.rnin[; any stage productior.., the basic silhou

ette of the period must be retained as nearly 8S possible. 

As was previously noted, the skirts of the gowns for The 

Herr:y Pranks of Tyll hod to be shorter than authenticity 

dictates to allow for free movement. 

Generelly, character relationships were indicated 

trwough color and fabric choice. Setkin, Glas and Tyll, a 

middle-class fa~ily, were all dressed in very si~yle gar

ments. The fabrics chosen were relatively coarse, and the 

colors were earth colors--browns and ~reens. The family 
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'Has differentiatc;d from t~18 other COrl:'Joners in the play by 

using layers of clothing instead of just one or two simple 

garments. 

All of the people in the palace were related through 

the use of red, blue and violet. ~~s. Bigaround and 

Gretchen were related to each other and to Tyll by making 

their basic garments of green, but their connection with 

the Kin8 was established by usinG red, blue and violet for 

parts of the costumes. The febrics chosen for the costumes 

were fairly rough textures. The King and Queen wore blue 

violet and red violet costwnes made of fabrics which re

sembled velvet, satin and brocade, and gold was used exten

sively for trim. Schnabel and the King's advisers wore a 

wide variety of colors, with an emphasis on blue, red and 

gold. ~he fabrics were generally rich, and the costumes 

elaborately trimmed. The costumes for the ~strologer, Al

chemist, Sage and Magician were characterized by sharp, 

angular lines and conflicting diazonals; in this way, they 

were made to look slightly sinister. At the same time, the 

brilliant colors and bold ~rints helped express their comic 

characters. The Ladies-in-Aaiting and the Guards were re

lated to the King through the use of pink, yellow and red. 

The costumes of the four sick people were extremely simple 

garments made of coarse fabrics primarily in earth colors. 

"vlith these general groupings in mind, the costu__~Tles 
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were designed to individualize each character within each 

group. Naturally, the amount of movement required of' each 

character was also taken into consideration when designing 

his costume. 

Tyll - TJlll's costume consisted of a simple char

treuse green doublet with elbm.; length sleeves, \-Thich re

vealed long brown fitted sleeves beneath. Attached to each 

doublet sleeve were two tippets which were made of the same 

fabric as the doublet and were lined in gold lurvel. The 

scallops at the herr: of the doublet were emphasized with gold 

lurvel trim, and the doublet back and front \Vere trimmed 

with vertical gold stripes. The doublet was worn with match

ing chaperon, the hem of which was scalloped and trimmed 

with gold lurvel, as was the face opening. Tyll also wore 

golden brown tights and bro~n leather boots which laced up 

the front. The jester's hood which wos later bestowed upon 

Tyll was designed to fit over the chaperon. The hood was 

made much like a chaperon, with a shoulder cape, and two 

pointed "asses eers." It was parti-colored in gold lurvel 

and red satin with a scalloped hem and face opening. by 

wearing green, Tyll was united with his family and shown to 

be a con~oner. The particular hue chosen was a little more 

sophisticated than pure green, and it WES vivid enough to 

indicate Tyll's vitality and youth. The use of scallops was 

intended to help express Tyll's fun-loving nature and effer
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vescence, and the tippets accentuated his lively move~ents. 

Gold was used to relate him somewhat with the KinB end 

~ue!3n, and the addition of the red and gold jester's hood 

later in the play made the connection even ~ore obvious. 

Clas - Clast costume was composed of several very 

simple garments. He wore a deep burgundy shirt with lons 

sleeves and long pants mAde of li6 ht brown lurvel. His legs 

were cross-gartered from ankle to knee with brown cloth leg 

wrappings. Over the shirt and pents, he wore a dark green 

mid-thigh length vest made of suede cloth and laced from 

waist to neck with a leather thong. After the prologue to 

the first act, a cloak and chaperon with liripipe were added 

to the basic costume to illustrate the fact thet he was 

traveling in search of Tyll. The cloak end chaperon were 

made of dark brown mottled corduroy; the hem of each was 

trimmed with a wide band of dark green to help convey his 

simplicity and stability. 

Since he opened each act of the play, and since his 

movement was limited largely to walking, Clast costume had 

to be very interesting. The colors were, of necessity, 

quite subdued to be in keeping with his character and social 

position, so the interest in his costume was achieved pri

marily through line and texture. For these reasons, his 

costume was desisned with a number of simple garments which 

were suitable for his age and class, but which heightened 
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the interest of his costume. 

Setki.n - Setkin vIore a very simple belted gown which 

was cut much like a long, rather full tunic and made of a 

heavy, loos elJr -vlOven light c hartreus e fa bric • The sleeve s 

of the gown were small houppelande sleeves which revealed a 

long brown fitted sleeve beneath. The front of the gOvm VIas 

trimmed fro~ neck to hem with one wide vertical orange 

stripe. After the prologue to the first act, a head and 

shoulder coverins much like a chaperon was added. It was 

made of a textured brown and rust colored fabric and was 

worn with a green straH hat. The colors helped to establish 

her family tie with Clas and Tyll, and the fabric of the 

govm, although it 'Has very coarse, had an interesting tex

ture which helped to individualize her. 

r·:rs. Bigaround - Ers. Bigaround first appeared in a 

night gown. It is likely that people of the period wore 

chemises for night clothes, but since chemises are not 

especially interestins in terms of color and line, the night 

gown was made of white flannel with smell red dots, trimmed 

with 8 wide horizontal red flannel band at the hem, around 

the shoulders, and at the cuffs. The garment h8d a yoke 

which was gathered at the neck, and the body of the gOVIn 

was gathered into the yoke. The sleeves were gathered into 

the arm's eye at the shoulder end into a cuff at the 1r1rist. 

With the gown, she wore a large matching mobcap. 
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Her second costume \-las made of grey-green cotton Hith 

horizontal white stripes. The neck was scooped quite low to 

reveal a pink chemise at the neckline. The sleeves were set 

smoothly into the arm's eye, became very wide at the elbows, 

and then tapered to fit the v~ists. Over the dress she wore 

a pink and orange horizontally striped apron. 

The actress who was cast as Mrs. Bigaround had to be 

padded at the bust and hips to make her look larger. Her 

costumes, too, were designed to make her appear Inrger. The 

nightgown was yoked and trimtrJed to widen her shoulders, and 

the sleeves and skirt were full. The low scooped neckline 

of the second costume added width to the shoulders, and the 

horizontal stripes helped give the impression of' heavi

ness. The apron was also draped to emphasize fullness ~It 

the hips. Both costumes were desi6ned to fit loosel~ and to 

allow her 8l~ost complete freedom of movement. 

Gretchen - Gretchen's costQme was designed to empha

size her youth and femininity. Her dress had simple, gath

ered neckline, skirt, and three-quarter length sleeves. It 

was made of a soft, loosely-woven cotton fabric which was 

grey-green in color. The skirt was well off the floor to 

allow for movement and to suggest youthfulness. Over the 

dress Gretchen wore a multicolored vest which was printed to 

resemble patchwork and a pale green percale apron trimmed at 

the hem with a wide horizontal yellow stripe. On her head 
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she wore a yellow ker.hief which matched the apron trim. 

~hite ti~hts and ballet slippers cOM01eted the costume. 

Green was chosen for her costume to olign her with 

Tyll and l~rs. Bigaround, but the use of some red, blue and 

violet in the vest also helped to indicate that she belonged 

in the palace. 

King - The KinS's night wear wqs a simple robe reade 

of he8vy cotton printed primarily in blue and blue-violet to 

resemble tapestry. The largo bouppelande sleeves were lined 

with gold lurvel, and the large collar matched the sleeve 

lining. ~is stylized night cap was ~8de af blue-violet 

velvet and was attached to a large gold jewelled crown. 

With the robe he wore purple shoes. 

Later, tte Kin~ wore a gown ffi8de of blue-violet wide 

wale corduroy. White fur trimmed the hem of the gown and 

cuffed the large bagpipe sleeves. Over the gown he wore a 

fur capelet with a small round collar which revealed the 

mandarin collar of the gown. His hesddress consisted of a 

high crowned black lurvel hat with a rolled brim and a long 

tab which hung over the shoulder, encircled by a large 

jeweled gold crown. The robe was belted by a black fabric 

belt with a gold chain looped on it. 

For his state robes, a long purple corduroy train was 

attached to the robe under the capelet. 
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;lueen - The ~ueenls first costume had to be elaborate 

and severe to illustrate her vanity and haughtiness. The 

empire-waisted satin overdress had a large collar and lonb , 

pointed sleeves. The Go1tm was trimmed with vertical stripes 

of turquoise lace extending from the waist to the hem of her 

skirt which trailed on the floor in back. The skirt of the 

go~n was open in the front from the waist to the hem to 

reveal the striped turquoise and violet satin undergarment. 

The undergarment was also seen at the low cut neckline of 

the gown. \"lith the gown theJ,ueen wore 8 large gold crown 

with layers of lavender dotted swiss' cascadinG over her 

shoulders from the crown. 

Her second costume was less severe than the first to 

indicate the change in her character. It consisted of a 

turquoise and red violet brocaded corset with lons fitted 

sleeves trimmed with white fur cloth. Over the corset she 

wore a red violet velveteen sideless gown triruned with white 

fur cloth at the neckline and around the arm openings. A 

simple gold crown completed her cost~~e. 

Schnabel - Schnable first appeared in a long-sleeved 

red flannel night shirt with a lons tail trailing on the 

floor in back. The short tail in front allowed hi~ to move 

about freely, while the long tail in back emphasized his 

movement. The hems of the night shirt and sleeves were 

trim~ed with gold and white dotted cotton, and the sa~e 
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fabric lin~d the tail ir. back. Ilis long night cap matched 

the night shirt, and he also wore iold tights with turquoise 

shoes. 

Schnabel's state robe was a gown made of burgundy 

wide wale corduroy trimmed in burgundy and metallic ~old 

printed cotton around the hem of the ejo\-in and up the front 

opening to the knees. The same trim was also used for tte 

large collar. A yellow satin shirt with long sleeves and a 

mandarin collar showed at the neckline and sleeves of the 

gown. With the gown he wore turquoise shoes and a tur

quoise corduroy hat. In both of his costumes, an attempt 

was made to express his comedic character. This effect was 

achieved largely through exagceration of parts of the cos

tUcrle. 

Sa~e - The Sage wore a belted gown made of cotton 

printed in vivid orange, gold, and black. The long sleeves 

and the hem of the gown were tri~med with long gold felt 

tabs. Over the eown he wore a black velour semi-circular 

cape. His oranbe shoes matched the orange in his gown, and 

he wore a black felt hat. 

The Sage needed to look more villainous than the rest 

of the advisers, but it was also essential that the comedic 

eSDects of his character be expressed. The bright orange 

and gold of his costQ~e helped to counteract his black 

villain's cape. 
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Alchemist - The i\lchemist's costume included two 

basic garments. The undergar!'1ent vIas a simply cut gOi-m made 

of blue corduroy with long fitted sleeves and a large, 

stand-up collar. The hem of the bown and ~leeves were 

trimmed with the !'luted gold and orange printed cotton used 

for the overgarment. The overgarment had a deep V neckline 

trimmed with a stuffed roll of orange felt. The sarle felt 

was used for the dagged houppelande sleeves and matching 

liripipe hood. Orange shoes were worn with the costume. 

Astrol02er - The gown for the Astrologer was de

signed to si~ulBte two separate gar~ents. The red flannel 

"undergarment" had a full skirt ::n:.d long fitted sleeves. 

Over the flannel gov-m he \-lOre a gown made of textured blue 

hopsacking which had sleeves which were full enough to re

veal the red flannel sleeves beneath. The overgarment 

stopped at the knee to reveal the si:irt of the undere;arment. 

A shoulder cape with a mandarin collar wes made of the same 

red flannel as the undere;iJr:-,:ent. Tne he!:1 of the cape, full 

sleeves and skirt of the overgarment were all cut into 

points, and a silver star hung from each point. Blue shoes 

and a brimless blue sugarloaf hat completed the costume. 

Magician - The Magician's costume was also designed 

to look like two separate garments. Her gown had pointed 

houppeland sleeves and was slit from waist to floor to 

reveal a gold l'J.rvel "un6'ergarment". The ~:own W8S made of 
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dark green cotton printed with a largo gold and red paisley 

design. The red in the print was repep,ted in the sleeve 

lining and in the drapery which fell from the point of her 

bent hennin headdress. A gold lurvel cape cowled in the 

front hung straight down in the back almost to the floor. 

The gown was belted at the waist with a narrow brown tie. 

Ladies-in- i:iait!..r:!.8. - The first Lady-in-~'faiting wore a 

pale pink and yellow brocaded Gown with a fitted bodice, a 

gored skirt, and lo~g fitted sleeves. The scooped neckline 

of the Gown and bodice front was trimmed with pale pink 

satin. Pink satin tippets were attached to the sleeve and 

extended to the floor. The same pink satin W8S revealed at 

the uneven hemline of the [own and was used for the fillet 

she wore around her head. The second Lady-in-Waitins wore 

a gown of identical style, hut, for vrriety, the colors used 

were bright pink and yellow. 

Guards - The guards wore identical costumes which 

consisted of chain mail gorgets, shirts, and tights over 

which they wore parti-colored tabards made of red satin and 

black and white diamond printed polished cotton. Gold braid 

trimmed the tabards. 

Skinflint - Skinflint's costume was a simple, short, 

belted tunic made of textured brown cotton and trimmed in 

loosely woven light chartreuse cotton. He also wore brown 
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tichts and shoes and a tDll, brir:-:.rned sU[;8rloaf hat rr.ade of 

green straw. 

Skinflint, 8S the narr:e implies, was supposed to be 8 

tall, skinny person. This effect was achieved by exposing 

his legs under the short tunic and by givinS him a tall hat. 

'tlormvrood - ·I'':orn'}wood's simple long-sleeved [own 'VlBS 

made of dark green denim Hj th rusty bro"lr!n stripes. Eer rust 

colored vest WBS burlap, and she wore an ochre homespun cot

ton apron and gorget. Her straw hat matched her vest. 

Barnsme.1-1 - barnsmell wore bro\-ln flannel pants Hi th 

leg wrappin6s, 8 yellow and red polka-dot cotton lon~

sleeved shirt and a sleeveless dark green burlap overskirt 

belted at the waist and trimrDed at the hem and neckline with 

peach colored cotton. His large hat was made of straw. 

Frau Grouch - Frau Grouch's dark blue and green 

printed gown was made of cotton; o'~er it she wore a navy 

blue skirt made of a rough-text'J.red cotton. The hern of the 

overskirt was lifted at the sides and tucked into the waist

band creating a cowl effect in front and back. Her head and 

shoulders were covered with a bright ye~low cotton shawl. 

Through the color and texture of the fabrics chosen 

and through the line of the garments, each char3cter was 

presented as an individual, as well as a memb8r of a speci

fic group in the play. 
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EX.ECUTIOl~ OF THE D~SIGNS 

Once the costume designs are cO""1pleted, the problem 

of how to construct them ~ust be considered. Flat patterns 

must be drat-In and the garments cut, assembled, aY10 fitted. 

Since Roosevelt High School students constructed the cos

tumes for The :-~erry Pranks of Tyll, the flat patterns were 

as simple as possible Dnd self-explanatory, and great care 

was taken to see that no intricate detail would create un

necessary problems for the inexperienced seamstresses. Each 

of the patterns was drawn to the measurements of the actor 

who would weer the finished gar'~lent, and each pattern piece 

was clearly labelled with information concerning the cutting 

and assemblin6 of the garment. The patterns were delivered 

with the water color renderinss and fabrics to Roosevelt 

High School, where the designer spoke with the students and 

their supervisor about making the costumes. The designer 

was also available for consultation every afternoon during 

the time the costumes were being constructed. The flat pat

tern designs for The MerEX Pranks of Tyll have been reduced 

to a scale of one sixteenth of an inch equals one inch and 

included in the appendix to this thesis. 

After the costu~es were assembled, they were retu~ned 

to Kansas State Teachers College to be fitted to the actors. 
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Final corrections and adjustments were made, and some trim 

\-las added at that time. SOrle errors had been rr19de in con

struction, and they were easily remedied. A few other ad

just~ents, such as putting the eyelets in Gretchen's vest 

for lacing, draping; the overskirt of Frau Grouch's costu!11e, 

and lining the houppelande sleeves of Setkin's dress, were 

also made in the College Theatre. 

The shoes, hats and jewelry were either taken from 

the costume stock in the College Theatre and rennovated, or 

built in the costume shop at the colleGe. Parts of sorr..e 

costumes, such as the King's shoulder cape, the chain mail 

for the guards, and tights, were taken from the college 

costume stock. The tights were dyed the desired color. 

Other garments, such as the guard's tabards, the Sage's 

cape, both of the King's costumes, and Schnabel's night 

shirt end night cap, were built in their entirity in the 

College Theatre because of. the limitation in the number of 

high school personnel. 

When the costumes had been fitted and finished, they 

were taken to Albert Taylor Hall where the play was to be 

performed and placed in the dressing rooms for technical re

hearsals. During technical rehearsals, two costume adjust

ments were made. The fastener of Tyll's jester hood was 

changed from a hook and eye to a velcro strip to facilitate 

fastening it on staee, and a larger mobcap was made for 
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Mrs. Bibaround, because the first one was too small to wear 

with her exagserated hair-do. Throughout technical rehear

sals and the performance, the tibhts were washed daily and 

re-dyed when necessary, and the guard's chain maii was 
I 

repaired frequently. 

The day followinc the final performance of the play, 

the costumes were returned to the College Theatre, where 

they were 18undered, if necessary, and filed in the costume 

storage area for future use. 



CEAFTc: V 

E'i l\I,i'ATI ON O~' T~-m PROJ:-<;CT 

In order to determine whether or not this project 

was successful, it is necessary to evslu8te it in terms of 

the questions posed in the hypothesis. ~n this chanter 

such an evaluation is ~ade, and the results of the ques

tionnaires which were mailed to all actors and some aud

ience members, as well as the co~~ents of the settin6 de

signer, director, and design consultant, are reported. 

As discussed in Chapter One, a stage costume ~ust 

meet several requirements if it is to be effective. It 

must (1) assist in the characterization of the actor, (2) 

individuali7e the character, (3) facilitate and enh3nce the 

movement of the actor, and (4) project from the stage. When 

costu~es function as they should ;n terms of these four re

quirements, they will also be an integral part of the pro

duction and a visuel expression of the emotion31 ,attern of 

the play. 

In an attempt to meet the requirements of stage cos

tmr,e design, the desiGner first indicated through costume 

the period in which the play was set. By dressing the act

ors in costumes reflective of the period, such as the gown, 

doub12t, chaperon, and corset, the time of the action was 

established. Strict adherence to period costume was not 
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practical for the staLe, because authentic period dress 

would not project as it should. The basic silhouette of the 

period was retained as far as possible, but the cost~~es 

'VJere mad e"s tage-wopt hylt thr ough t he us e of large, bold 

prints and motifs, brilliant colors, unsophisticated color 

combinations, and exaGgerated trir~~ings~ 

Fa~ily, status, and interest groups were indicated 

through line, color, and texture. POl' example, simple gar

ments made of coarse fabrics in earth colors were used for 

commoners. The Kine and Queen and their court were dressed 

in elaborate garments of richer fabrics in sophisticated 

colors. Their garments were rich, but the King and Queen 

could have been even more ornately dressed in order to set 

them above the other members of the court ond indicate their 

superior rank. Curved lines were used to indic8~8 the ey

tremely li vely or comedic nature 01' some of the characters, 

such as Schnabel, Tyll, and Y~s. BiGaround; horizontal lines 

helped to show the class of the co!~moners, and the costu~es 

of the King's advisers were all characterized by conflicting 

diagonal lines to indicate their instability and, to a cer

tain extent, their wickedness. Naturally, since this was a 

children's play, none of these characters was depicted as 

extremely wicked, but their essential characteristics were 

revealed in contrast to the llgood" people. 

Equally important was the fact that each character 
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wss not merely a member of a group, but was an individual 

with unique traits and characteristics. The essential 

traits of each character were reflected in his costume de

sign. Perhaps tr:e most obvious example of this may be il

lustrated by Tyll's costume. Tyll's relationship with his 

middle-c12ss father and mother was indicated through the 

color, texture, and line of his costume. His s hart, char

treuse green doublet helped to show that he was a youthful, 

energetic person, while the use of curved lines revealed his 

fun-loving nature. 

All of the costumes were designed to allow the actors 

to do what was required of the~ by the script and director. 

Further, the costumes were designed to enhance their move

ment. For example, large, flOWing sleeves, tippets, and 

applied decoration were frequentl J exa~serated and desiGned 

to move independently as the actors moved. These included 

lt g immicks,1l such as the tail on Schnabel's night shirt and 

the sleeves on his robe. 

The costumes for The Merr~ Pranks of Tyll met the re

quirements of stage costume desiGn and were successful. They 

assisted in the actors' characterizations, individualized 

the characters, facilitated and enhanced the movement of the 

actors, and projected well from the stage. Therefore, they 

were an integral part of the production and helped to re

veal that the pley was a comedy set in 2urope in the medieval 
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period. 

The questionnaires found in Appendix C were sent to 

all of the actors in the play and to selected adult audience 

menmers. The return was not cor~lete, but the questionnaire 

was useful to the designer in making an evaluation. Some of 

the questions essential to the evaluation of the practical

ity of the costumes could best be answered by the people who 

actually wore the~. 

Most of the actors indicated that their costumes 

were appropriate for the ch2racters they played, allowed 

them the freedom of movement necessary far their roles, and 

aided in the development of their characters. Several of 

them con~ented that they had some difficulty adjusting to 

the long skirts and sleeves which were essential to the per

iod. The consensus was thst by the time the actors began to 

rehearse in their costumes, they had established their char

acterizations, so the costumes aided characterization only 

in that they gave the actors a feeling of the setting of the 

play and complemented their characterizations. There were 

only two adverse com~ents made by the actors: 

1. The girl who played Wormwood had to click her 

heels in mid-air, and she felt that the skirt should have 

been a little fuller to allow her to do that action more 

easily. 

2. One of the .~~u3rds complained of some difficulty 
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with his chain mail tibhts; the side seams frequently ripped 

out in scme place. The problem could have been alleviated 

by stitchinb a strip of seam tape into the seams to GivB 

them additional strength. 

The audience members who were questioned believed 

that the costumes were (1) an integral part of the produc

tion, (2) an aid to understanding the characters and their 

relationships, (3) appropriate for the characters, (4) de

siened to enhance tbe movement of the actors, (5) designed 

to project well from the stage, and (6) colorful and inter

esting without calling undue attention to themselves. Gen

erally, the co~~ents indicated that the costwnes were excit

ing and appropriate, especially for a children's theatre 

production. There were three adverse comments made by 

certain audience members; 

1. One grade school teacher commented that the cos

tumes of the KinS and ~ueen should have been more elaborate. 

This could have been accomplished by adding colorful trim

mings and jewelry to the costumes. 

2. In response to question six, pertaining to the 

costumes not calling attention to themselves, one audience 

member coml":1ented that [-'irs. Bigaround' s night gown was too 

bright and called more attenticn to itself than was desir

able. Perhaps the gown should have been made of something 

other than white, or the red dots should have been lar6er to 
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break up the laree expanse of white. 

3. The costume of the AstroloGer was criticized by 

one au'jience member as being "overbearing. 1I He did not 

elaborate, but the desisner assumed that he had reference to 

the shiny silver stars .vhieh were sewn to the costume. If 

this was the case, perhaps the number or intensity of the 

stars should have been decreased. 

The director, setting designer, and desi[p consultant 

e8ch wrote c oJr.:ments about the costumes. Their remarks are 

included beloH. 

Dr. Kenneth Jones, ~irector-- ------ _._
The visual excitement of a theatre experience 

is of particular importance to an audience of 
children. The appropri8te era of long ago and 
far away was effectively evoked throuGh the 
costumes for Th~ ~Ierr~ Pr8nks of Tyll. The 
garments, individually and in ensemble, provided 
beautiful reinforcement for the characterizations 
and thei.r interrelationship. The comic values 
in the script were underscored through line, 
color, and texture. 

The wide variety of unusual headpieces aided in 
establishins occupation and when in motion they 
evoked substantial mirth. 

Other sources of movement interest were found 
in the following: gowns, copes, trains, and 
sleeves. Characters such as the Magician, the 
Astrologer, and the Alchemist utilized their 
costumes especially well, not only in their 
stage business but throu~h entrances and exits. 
The grand sweeps of the King and Queen were 
greatly facilitated through their robes. Ch2ses 
involving Mrs. Bigaround, Tyll, and Schnabel 
gained a good deal throug~ the flow of their 
garments. 

Trim, belts, chains of office, purses, aprons, 
and leg wrappings nicely heightened the appeal 
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of the color schemes. 

The desirner's use of rich febrics and taste
ful colors on people of lower stations enabled 
all to play their p8rt either when the center 
of focus or while reDctin~ to others. 

ReheArsAl apparel was ~v8ilable eerly enouch 
for players to get accusto~ed to unfaMiliar 
movement patterns. The excitement engendered 
by the progress of the costumes in construction 
and in dress rehearsals seer;led to aid some 
actors substantially. 

The desi2;ner worked closely with the director 
in establishing the basic demand~ of the char
acters and employed her creativity effectively 
to evolve the des itns • 

Dr. Karl ~. brUder, Settins Designer 

Mrs. Kemmerling and I met twice to discuss 
formally the relationship between the costumes 
and the set for Th~ li~...Y. Pra:?!s.§.. of Tyl~. At 
the first conference, we discussed two ele
ments of the settins that \-rould have a strong 
influence on her costu~e plans; the style of 
the set and its color scheme. With this data 
she proceeded independently with her sketches. 
We met a second time when she had finished the 
deshrns for the costu,'TIes and had accunulBted

~, 

most of the fabrjcs for them. I visited the 
costume room informally several times during 
the construction period to see the clothes at 
their various steges of development. All the 
costumes we~e thoroughly nppropriate and well 
coordinated with the set in style and color. 

Mr. Forrest ~ Newlin, Design Consultant 

The costumin3 of the Kansas State Teachers 
College producti on of Th~ 1;:err;l Pranks_ of Tyll 
was an exciting and artistic effort. Bach 
costume was a pure delight. The excitinG use 
of color, the exage,eration of shape, and the 
boldness of line were elements that gave them 
great style and meaning. For this children's 
show only these costQ~es of a very theatrical 
nature would have been appropriate to support 
the comic antics of the characters. In addition 
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to their colorful and eX8~ger8ted style, each 
costume wade a bold statement that had mean
ing for its young audience. In viewing the 
production there was never any question as to 
who was the villain or who was the hero. 
Character alignments were clearly revealed to 
aid the understandj.ng of the story. The cos
tumes were virtually caricatures of e8ch role 
and co~tributed greatly to the effectiveness 
of the production. In combination with the 
stylized and sug3estive settinG the costumes 
presented a delightful and ench8nt~ng stage 
picture. It was never a static stage picture, 
however, as the costumes in many cases ca~e to 
life with the movements of the actors. 
Schnabel's night gOvlD added much to his cr9r
acter and the dangling stars about the tail of 
the Astrologer's gown made him look even more 
ridiculous when he began to move. The small 
red scarf atop the Magician's hennin bobbed 
up and d own wit h her every movement, lend ing 
much to the comic presentation. 

Appropriate accessories completed each 
desi6n; hats, shoes, and jewelry in all cases 
were an intebral part of the costume. Only 
in the case of the King and ~ueen would 
more extensive and elaborate decoration in 
the way of jewelry and trimmine have been 
appropriate. The decoration used on these 
two costumes seemed perhaps too subtle to be 
in line with the exagGeration present in the 
other cos tume s • 

Without question, the costumes were a well 
designed and cohesive unit that contributed 
much to the success of the theatrical presen
tation. 

The comments of the actors, audience members, direc

tor, setting designer and design consultant all indicate 

the success of the costume deSigns for The Merrl Pranks of 

Tyll. The costumes were functional for the actors, enhanced 

their movement, and aided in characterization. They helped 

the audience to understand the characters and their rela
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tionships. They were interestin~ in terms of line, color, 

and text~e, and they projected well from the stage. The 

costumes were coordinated with the setting and helped to 

establish the mood of the play. For these reasons, the 

project desiGn of the costumes for The Eerry Pranks of' 'l'yll 

was successful. 
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APPENDIX A 

FLAT PATTERN DESIGNS 

The following pages contain flat patterns for the 

basic period g8r~ents used in The ~jerry Pranks of Tyll. 

All of the patterns are geared to the measurements for the 

present standard misses' size twelve and the man's size 

forty. to allowance has been made in the flat pattern for 

seams or henlSj the scale used throughout is 1/16 inch equals 

one inch. The following measurements were used in each 

instance: 

1'-ien Women 

Chest • • • • 40
tl Bust.· · · • · · · · · · · .3211 

Waist Waist .25 11•
Neck · · · · · · · 36 11 

Hips. · · · · · · · lSt"· · · · · · · • · · · · · · · .34 11 

Outsleeve 34 H Under bust. · · .28"· • · · · · Insleeve. · · · 21-1. 11 Shoulder. · · · .16':· · · · · . · Short Sleeve. Shoulder to wrist .23 11· · · · lO" · Shoulder. · . · · . 20 11 Short sleeve. 
. · · · · . 7"

Outseam · · · 42" ArI'Jpit to waist · · .12"
Neck to waist · · · 

21" Neck to waist · .16"· · ·· Neck to knee. · · 47" Neck to Dnkle · · · .56"
Neck to ankle · · · 71" Wrist · · · . 6" 
~v a i s t to kne e · · · · · · · · · · · · • 26" 
vJrist · · 8"· · · · · · 

'"
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~'J oman IS Gown Ba ckl'Joman I s Gown Front
 

Fig. 1
 
Worna n IS Cha peron
 

The Herry Pranks of Ty1l 
Flat Pattern Designs 

Sea 1e: ;1./16" = 1" 
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Fig. 4 
han's Shirt Front and Ba ck 

The~:Ierr~ Franks of Ty11 
Flat Pattern Jesi~ns 
Scale: 1/16" = l'f 
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Fig. 8a 
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The Nerr;t Pranks of Tyll 
Flat Pattern Desi~ns 
Scale: 1/16l! = 1 
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Empire Skirt Front 

Fig. 11c 
E~pire Skirt Side 
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The .t';err;y Pranks of' 1:.~ 
F'lat Pattern ~esi;:ns 

Scale: 1/1611 = 11l 
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Fig. 13 
Cape 

(front and beck) 

The IVlerry Pranks of '1'yll· 
i"lat Fa ttern LJe s i[;ns 
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Pig. 14b 
Sideless Gavin Skirt F'ront 

The i/lerry Pranks of Tyl~ 

Flat Pattern Designs 
Scale: 1/1611 = ltr 
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Fl'p l~aC· / 

Surcote Skirt Side 

Fig. 15b 
Surcote Skirt Back 

Fig. 15c 
Surcote ~kirt Front The herr~ Franks ot Tyll 

Plat Pattern 0esi~ns 

Scale: 1/16H = 1« 
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Fig. 17 
Dagged Houppelande Sleeve 

Th~ .l'/lerrx Pranks of.. Tyll 
Flat Pattern Desi~ns 

Scale: 1/16'1 ::: 1 tl 

Fig. 16a 
Man's Large Houppelande Sleev 
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center 
back 

Fig. 19b 

rig. 19 
Jester's Hood 

a. Front 
b. back 

The Iv:err;y Pranks_ of 'Sill 
Flat Patter~ Designs 

Scale: 1/16" = l'n 

Fig. 19a 

Fig. 21 
Liripipe Hood 

Fig. 22 
Chaperon 

Fig. 18 
Liripipe 

F'ig. 20 
Chap eron hood 
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Fig. 26
 
Woman's Vest with Peplum
 

a. Back 
b. Front 
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l).'ippet 
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Fig. 31 
Woman's Laced Vest 

a. Front 
b. Back 

Fig. 27b 

Fig. 278 
Fig. 27 

COVIl ed Cape 
a. :t'ack 
b. l<ront 

Fig. 28a ~'-l Fr7 ~8'0 
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Fig. 28
 
bodice (fi tted)
 

a. Sa ck 
(.1. :Front 
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Fig. 30 
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The Herry Pranks of Tyll 
Plat ?attern uesi~ns 
Scale: l/l61t = 1 i( 
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Man's bagpipe Sleeve 
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Fig. 31.J. 
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PiG'L,o... b' ,

\'1oman's Fitted Sleeve 

1;" 37l. "le)' . 
Wom~n's Puffed Sleeve 

The T"ierrl Pranks of Tyll 
':"lat Fattern Desi~ns 
Scale: 1/16"= 1'1 

Vig. 38 
Woman's nouppelande Sleeve 

Fig. 39 
Woman's Darted Sleeve 

Fig. 36 
VJoman's I'liodified Fouppel~}nde Sleeve 
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Fig. 2a
 
Design for
 

Setkin's Basic Costume
 

Fig. 2b 
Setkin's Basic Costume 
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Fig. 38
 
Tyll's Basic Costume
 

Fig. 3b 
Design for Tyll's 

Ba s ic Cos tume 
and Jester Hood 
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Y~s. Bigaround 's Kightgo~~ 
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Fig. lOa 
Design for 
Gretchen's 

Basic Costume 

Fig. lOb 
&retchen's oasic Costume 
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Fig. lIe 
Schnabel's Night Shirt 

Pig. lIb 
Design for 
Schnabel's 

Night Shirt 
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Fig. 12a
 
Design for
 
Schnabel's
 

State ~obes
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Fig. 12b 
Schnabel's State Robes 
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. Fig. 14.8 
Design for 

Ale hemist 's 
Ba sic Cos tume 

Fig. 14b 
Alchemist's Basic Costume 
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Fig. 15a 
Astrologer's Basic CostUIT-€ 

Fig. lSb 
Design for 

Astrologer's 
Easic Costume 
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Fig. 17a 
Ladies-in-inaitint; 5asic Costume 

Fig. 17b 
Desi3,n for 

Ladies-in-~aiting 

basic Costume 
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Fig. 20a 
Design for 

Frau Grouch's 
Ba sic Cos tUIne 

Fig. 20b 
Frau Grouch's Basic Cost~~e 
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Fig. 228
 
Des ign for
 
YJorm\-Jood r 8
 

Bas icC 08 t ume 

Fic:;. 22b 
Wormwood's Basic Costume 
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ACTORS' QUESTIONNAIRE 

I am evaluating a project design of the costumes for The 

Merry Pranks _of ~l, the children's play which was pre

sented on December 19, 20, and 21 at Kans2s State Teachers 

College. Your answers to the questions below will provide 

me with the basis for an eV81uation of this project. The 

questions are few and short, and I would appreciate your 

taking 8 few minutes to fill out the questionnaire and 

return jt in the enclosed envelope • 

. Thank you, 

Sandra L. Kew~erling 
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Please cO~Inent on the costumes you wore in terms of the 

following questions: 

1.	 Was the design of the costume(s) you wore appropriate 
for the character you portrayed? Explain. 

2.	 Did your costume(s) fit well, and did they allow you 
the freedo~ of movement necessary for your role? 
Explain. 

3.	 Did the costume (s) you \-Tore a id in your development of 
the character you portrayed? E~plBin. 
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AUDI8~CE'S ~UESTIONNAIRE 

I am evaluDting 8 project design of the costuIr.es for' 1:he 

Mer.!:X Pr8nks, of Tyll, the chlldren's play which was pre

sented on December 19, 20, and 21 at Kans8s State Teachers 

Colle~e. Your answers to the questions b~low will provide 

me with the basis for an evaluation of this project. The 

questions are few and short, and I would appreciate your 

taking 8 few minutes to fill out the questionnaire Bnd 

return it in the enclosed envelope. 

Thank you, 

Sendr8. L. Kemmerling 
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Plea se c om~ent on the costumes you saw on stege in terms of 

the	 following questions: 

1.	 Were the costu~es an intesral pert of the production?
Explain.	 . 

2.	 Did the cost~mes aid your understanding of the charac
ters in the play and their relationships to each other? 
Explain. 

3.	 Was each costume appropriate for the indlvldusl actor 
who wore it? ~xplain. 
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4.	 Did t~e costu~es enhAnce tb.e movemer.t of the actors who 
wore them? ~xpl?in. 

s.	 Did the design, fabric, color and detail of each cos
tUMe project well ~rom the stege? ExplDin. 

6.	 Were the costumes colorful and interesting without 
calling undue attention to themselves'? n;xplain. 
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